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LARRY CORYELL R.I.P. 1943 - 2017
Legendary guitarist Larry Coryell died on February 19, 2017 at the age of 73 
in his New York City hotel room, according to a statement sent to Billboard 
from jazz publicist Jim Eigo. Coryell, who passed away in his sleep from natural 
causes, had performed his last two shows this past weekend at the city’s 
Iridium Jazz Club. Known as the “Godfather of Fusion,” Coryell was a pioneer 
of jazz-rock. He made his mark in the music world with his highly acclaimed 
solo work, releasing more than 60 solo albums in his lifetime. His most notable 
album, Spaces, came in late 1969. The guitar blow-out, also featuring John 
McLaughlin, is considered the beginning of the 1970s’ fusion jazz movement. 
Coryell performed with mid-’70s powerhouse fusion band The Eleventh House 
and collaborated with jazz greats including Miles Davis, Gary Burton, Alphonse 
Mouzon, Ron Carter and Chet Baker. Though his commercial fame didn’t match 
some of his ‘60s-’70s guitar contemporaries, Coryell continued to tour the 
world and had planned an extensive 2017 summer tour with a reformed The 
Eleventh House. - Billboard
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Thanks to Caesar Glebeek; olvator; and zootype for sharing the show at Dime. 
 
Lineage:
2005: FM > reeltoreel > cassette (mono) > CDR > flac
wav > soundforge-to double the audio to two track > flac7
reseed: volume adjustments, repairs and some retracking

FM broadcast, unknown taper [or Caesar Glebeek]
2005 transfer and seed by olvator
Mono-to-two-track conversion in 2005 by (unknown)
December 2014 reseed by zootype:
FLAC files renamed but otherwise unaltered
October 2016 reseed by zootype:
volume adjustments, repairs and some retracking
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01. intro 1:49

02. Sunshine Of Your Love 7:36

03. radio intro 0:41

04. Pavane pour une infante defunte 4:17

05. Untitled 6:49

06. Untitled 5:17

07. Untitled 12:38

08. The Great Escape 7:55

47 mins

Larry Coryell - guitars
Jack Bruce - bass, vocals
Mitch Mitchell - drums


